The parallel application of karyotype interphase and metaphase FISH after DSP-30/IL-2 stimulation is necessary for the investigation of chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Genomic aberrations are important indicators of prognosis, clinical course and treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). Two cytogenetic methods, karyotype, and FISH, with still ongoing improvements, are used for CLL investigation, but the panel of chromosomal abnormalities, their prognostic significance and contribution in CLL pathogenesis have not been elucidated yet. Our study deals with the cytogenetic investigation of 237 CLL patients trying to answer ambiguous issues of the disease in the light of new CLL stimulation methodology. More specifically, we compared the detection rate and type of chromosomal aberrations between cultures stimulated with and without the new mitogens and we combined them with the data obtained from interphase (iFISH) and metaphase FISH (mFISH). Approximately 70% of the abnormal karyotypes and all the subclonal abnormalities were detected exclusively in DSP-30/IL-2 cultures. DSP-30/IL-2 exhibited ∼10-fold greater ability to detect abnormalities compared to TPA and unstimulated cultures, revealing >60 different chromosomal aberrations. Moreover, the comparison between DSP-30/IL-2 cultures and unstimulated cultures indicated that loss of chromosome Y is rather an age-related phenomenon and not a specific aberration of CLL. Clonal evolution was also detected in 50% of patients with available follow-up karyotypic data and changed the prognosis in 86.4% of them. Finally, it was shown that mFISH must be performed in DSP-30/IL-2 cultures in addition to iFISH to uncover submicroscopic translocations or insertions undetectable by iFISH. All the above argue in favor of the parallel application of karyotype, iFISH and mFISH after DSP-30/IL-2 stimulation for CLL clinical practice and research.